Richlite® Cascade Custom Layering
Lifetime Limited Warranty for
Interior Residential Use

Cascade Template

-------------------------------------

Total thickness = 

-------------------------------------

Total thickness = 

Name: ______________________________ Signature: ______________________________

Guidelines
1. The top and bottom (horizontally) MUST mirror each other from center line out.
2. Thinnest individual layer = .03125” (1/32”)
3. Please review the correct and incorrect examples below
4. Use the blank template below to draw your custom layered design—use the template example for reference.
5. Please sign and date
6. Attach to purchase order

Correct

Incorrect

Cascade Template Example:

.125” / Black Diamond
.25” / Redstone
.03125” / Browns Point

.4375” / Yellow Island
.03125” / Browns Point
.25” / Redstone
.125” / Black Diamond

Total Thickness = 1.25”
Total Layers = 7